
Playtesting
For UCLA “Zoom Theater”



Who am I?

Principal Game 
Designer
at Schell Games

I Expect You to Die

Water Bears VR

Various Theme 
Park Attractions

Toontown

Surprisingly Fun 
Games



Crash Course in Game Development

Pre-Production Prototype Alpha Beta Polish & QA Publish Sales

9-36 Months



What is Playtesting?
● Merriam Webster - “The word you've entered isn't in the dictionary.”

● Wikipedia - “A playtest is the process by which a game designer tests a new 
game for bugs and design flaws before bringing it to market.”

● Shawn - “Playtesting is the process by which a game developer tests a new 
game for bugs and design flaws throughout development.”



What are bugs and design flaws?
Bug - A player experiences something in the game that was not intended by the 
game developers.

Design Flaw - A player plays the game in a way that was not intended by the game 
developers.



But we’re not making games...

If you are creating something 
other people will experience,

You should playtest it.



● Paper Prototype - Run through the experience as a 
Script. What resonates? What bores?

● Physical Prototype 

What can you playtest?
● Concept - What do you think a play where the audience is treated as a pet 

would be like?

● Concept Art - What does this image make you think?

● Soft Open (Rehearsal)



Playtesting Questions
The goal of post-playtest questions is to get unadulterated feelings from the 
person. You do not want to lead them in any way, but you want to find out what 
they thought. Try these questions:

1. What was the most frustrating moment or aspect of what you just played?
2. What was your favorite moment or aspect of what you just played?
3. Was there anything you wanted to do that you couldn’t?  happen that didn’t?
4. If you had a magic wand to wave, and you could change, add, or remove 

anything from the experience, what would it be?
5. How would you describe this game to your friends and family?
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Frustrating, Favorite, Wanted, Wand, and Describe FFWWD





Schell Playtesting Resources

www.schellgames.com/blog/vr-playtest-best-practices-featuring-schell-games

www.schellgames.com/blog/the-definitive-guide-to-playtest-questions

Questions?

shawn@schellgames.com
@shawndesign


